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When attempting to find sufficient conditions for a linear mapping to be a deriva-
tion, an obvious candidate is the concept of a local derivation. Local derivations on
operator algebras have been investigated in recent papers of Kadison (J. Algebra
130 (1990), 494509) and Larson and Sourour (Proc. Symp. Pure Math. 51 (1990),
187194). A local derivation ' is a (norm continuous) linear map from an operator
algebra A into an A-bimodule M which agrees with some derivation at each point
in the algebra. We show that if A is the direct limit of finite dimensional CSL
algebras via *-extendable embeddings (e.g., a triangular AF algebra), then a local
derivation on A must be a derivation. Further, we show that for many finite
dimensional operator algebras, any inner local derivation must be an inner deriva-
tion.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
We show that for many operator algebras, any bounded linear mapping
from the algebra into itself that agrees with some (inner) derivation at each
point (the derivations possibly differing from point to point) in the algebra
must in fact be a (inner) derivation.
Throughout, we will consider linear mappings from an operator algebra
AB(H), H a Hilbert space, into an A-bimodule M. A derivation
is a linear map $: A  M with the property that for all A, B # A,
$(AB)=$(A)B+A$(B). It is inner if there exists a T # M so that
$(A)=AT&TA for all A # A. A (norm continuous) linear map ': A  M
is a local derivation if, for each A # A, there is a derivation $A: A  M
such that '(A)=$A(A). We say that ' is inner if each $A can be chosen to
be an inner derivation.
Recent interest in these types of mappings has been sparked by two lines
of research. In [13] and [14], consideration of these maps arose from
studying the reflexivity of the space of linear maps from an algebra to itself.
Let S be a subspace of the space of linear mappings L(V) on a vector
space V. S is said to be (algebraically) reflexive if, given T # L(V) with
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the property that Tx # Sx for all x # V, then T # S. Larson [13] asked
which algebras have a reflexive derivation space and when is the space of
inner derivations relatively reflexive in the space of derivations. We will
address these questions below. Local derivations have appeared in another
context: the study of Hochschild cohomology for various operator
algebras. These maps arise naturally when looking for sufficient conditions
to ensure that a map is a derivation. Kadison set out a program of study
for local maps in [12], suggesting that local derivations could prove useful
in building derivations with particular properties. In his study of the local
derivations of von Neumann algebras, Kadison proved [12, Theorem A]:
Theorem 1.1. Any local derivation $ from a von Neumann algebra A
into a dual normal A-bimodule M must be a derivation. Moreover, if
A=M, then $ must be an inner derivation
Independently, Larson and Sourour [14] proved the same result for
B(X), where X is a Banach space. Bres ar [1] was able to show that the
hypothesis in Kadison's theorem could be weakened to a local derivation
from the von Neumann algebra into a normed bimodule. Bres ar and
S8 emrl [2, 3] have made further study of local derivations and local
automorphisms on B(H) and on standard operator algebras.
We consider the same questions for other types of operator algebras
containing a masa (maximal abelian subalgebra). Specifically, we will show
that for an algebra which is the direct limit of finite dimensional CSL
algebras via *-extendable embeddings, any local derivation must be a
derivation. A curious fact about the proof of this theorem is that most of
the difficulties lie in the finite dimensional case. Thus we will focus on the
finite dimensional case first before proving our main result.
A useful fact to note about finite dimensional CSL algebras is that such
an algebra is isomorphic to an incidence algebra. This is an algebra which
is equal to the linear span of a set of standard matrix units. There has been
much interest in finite dimensional CSL algebras and their direct limits
recently [510, 17].
Mappings from general CSL algebras to various algebras and bimodules,
especially derivations and other multilinear maps, have been studied over
the last decade by Gilfeather, Smith and others (see, for example,
[8, 9, 10]). An example of the type of result that has been obtained,
and one we state for future reference, is a theorem of Gilfeather
[8, Theorem 3.5]. Let A=alg(lat(A)) be a CSL algebra, and L=lat(A).
We recall that the core of L is the von Neumann algebra generated by L.
A derivation $ on a purely atomic CSL algebra is called quasi-inner if there
exists an operator T, which may be unbounded, affiliated with the core,
such that $=adT. Let [e1 , ..., e2n] be a basis for the Hilbert space H of
77local derivations on operator algebras
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dimension 2n. We define A2n to be the set of operators A on H such that,
if i is odd, Aei=:i ei , and if i is even, Aei=:i&1ei&1+:iei+:i+1ei+1 ,
(:j # C). A2n is an incidence algebra with star diagram
V V 0 0 } } } 0 V
0 V 0 0 0 0
0 V V V
0 0 0 V .
b . . .
V V
0 0 V
Reordering the basis of the underlying Hilbert space, we can represent this
algebra as
\DnX
0
Dn+ ,
where Dn is the n_n diagonal matrices and X is a particular Dn-bimodule.
For n=4, X is
\
V 0 0 V
+V V 0 00 V V 0
0 0 V V
with the obvious generalization to other dimensions.
Theorem 1.2. [8]. Let A be an irreducible CSL algebra containing a
purely atomic masa (maximal abelian subalgebra). If there exists a non
quasi-inner derivation $ then there is a core projection P so that PAP$A2n
for some n and $|PAP is not inner.
We divide the set of local derivations into the two subsets of inner and
outer, which is standard for the global derivation theory. In Section 2,
local and inner local derivations on finite dimensional CSL algebras are
analyzed; we show that a local derivation on a finite dimensional CSL
algebra must be a derivation and that an inner local derivation must be
an inner derivation. Thus the space of derivations is reflexive and the
space of inner derivations is relatively reflexive for these algebras, using the
78 randall l. crist
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language of reflexivity. This gives a complete answer for finite dimensional
CSL algebras to the questions posed by Larson [13, Remark 6.4]. In Sec-
tion 3, local derivations on algebras that are direct limits of various CSL
algebras are examined, and some of the results from Section 2 are extended
to these algebras. In particular, we show that local derivations of AF
C*-algebras and triangular subalgebras of AF algebras must be deriva-
tions. If the TAF algebra is strongly maximal in a primitive C*-algebra,
then the local derivation is a derivation which is spatially implemented
using an element from a triangular nest algebra in which a faithful repre-
sentation of the TAF algebra is weakly dense.
The results contained in this article form part of a Ph.D. dissertation
written at Texas A6M University under the supervision of David Larson
and Roger Smith. I would like to thank them for their kind help and sup-
port. I would also like to thank Allan Donsig for many useful discussions
regarding this work, and the referee for improving the clarity of this paper.
2. Local Derivations on Finite Dimensional CSL Algebras
As before, let A be an operator algebra contained in B(H), H a finite
dimensional Hilbert space. In general the structure of local derivations is
very complicated. However, the next two results allow us to restrict our
attention to the simpler class of maps given by Schur multiplication.
Throughout this section ' will be a local derivation, D the diagonal of a
finite dimensional CSL algebra, and [Eij ]i, j will be a system of matrix
units in Mn(C). We first show that, without loss of generality, we may
assume that a local derivation annihilates the diagonal.
Lemma 2.1. If ': A  M is a local derivation from A into an
A-bimodule contained in Mn(C) containing A, then '=$+'$, where $ is an
inner derivation and '$ is a local derivation that annihilates D.
Proof. '| D: D  M is a local derivation from a von Neumann algebra
into a dual normal D-bimodule, thus must be a derivation by Theorem 1.1.
Call the derivation $1 . Since D is a von Neumann algebra, we have, by
[4, Theorem 10.8], that $1 is inner and extends to an inner derivation $
on A. Set '$='&$. K
An important type of mapping from an algebra of matrices into a
bimodule of the algebra is Schur multiplication. This is a map of the form
(aij ) [ (sij aij ), where (aij ) is an element of the algebra and (sij ) is a fixed
matrix. It is straightforward to check that Schur multiplication is a
D-bimodule map.
79local derivations on operator algebras
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Lemma 2.2. If [Eij ]i, j is a system of matrix units that span A and
': A  M is a local derivation that annihilates the diagonal D of A, then
'(Eij )=sijEij , sij # C; thus, ' acts as Schur multiplication by a matrix with
zero diagonal.
Proof. Let E be an idempotent in A. Let $ be the derivation that agrees
with ' at E. Then,
'(E)=$(E)=$(E2)=$(E) E+E$(E)='(E) E+E'(E).
Consider the idempotent Eii+aEij , a an arbitrary nonzero complex
number and i{j. We have,
'(Eii+aEij )=(Eii+aEij ) '(Eii+aEij )+'(Eii+aEij ) (Eii+aEij)
=a('(Eij ) Eii+Eii'(Eij ))+a2('(Eij ) Eij+Eij'(Eij )).
By repeating this calculation with Ejj+aEij , and using the fact that
'(Eii)=0, we find that,
'(Eij )='(Eij ) Eii+Eii'(Eij ) (1)
'(Eij )='(Eij ) Ejj+Ejj'(Eij ) (2)
0='(Eij ) Eij+Eij'(Eij). (3)
Equations (1) and (2) imply that the only matrix units that have nonzero
coefficients in the expression '(Eij )=k, l sklEkl are Eij and Eji , so that for
some s, t # C, '(Eij )=sEij+tEji . Combining this with (3), we find that
t=0 and '(Eij )=sEij . Relabel s as sij and the lemma is proved. K
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 allows us to restrict our attention to local deriva-
tions from A into itself that annihilate the diagonal. Moreover, what
remains is a Schur product map. It should be noted that the matrix S in
Lemma 2.2 is only partially defined. Without loss of generality, we may
take any undefined entries to be zero.
Next we show that if the algebra is generated by a system of matrix units
and $ is a derivation, thus a local derivation, Lemma 2.2 implies that the
entries of the matrix implementing the Schur multiplication (that is equiv-
alent to applying $) must satisfy an additive cocycle condition. We denote
the Schur product of A and B by AVB.
Lemma 2.3. Let $: A  A be a Schur product map, $(A)=SVA,
S=(sij ), sii=0 for all i. Then $ is a derivation if and only if sij+sjk=sik for
all i, j, k for which Eik , Ekj , Eij # A.
80 randall l. crist
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Proof. Let $ be a derivation on A, A=(aij ), B=(bij ) # A and S=(sij ),
with $(A)=SVA, where V is Schur multiplication. Then the product
rule implies SV (AB)=A(SVB)+(SVA)B. In coordinates this becomes
k sijaikbkj=k aiksikbkj+k aikskj bkj . Since A and B are arbitrary,
sik+skj=sij , whenever Eik , Ekj , Eij # A.
For the other direction, it is easily checked that the implication holds for
the matrix units, implying that it holds for any pair in the algebra, since the
matrix units span A. K
Remark 2.4. It will be useful below to know what are the possible
incidence subalgebras of M3(C) up to similarity. A routine check gives us
the following possibilities:
V V V V V 0 V 0 0 V V 0 V V V
\V V V+ , \V V 0+ , \0 V 0+ , \0 V 0+ , \0 V 0+ ,V V V 0 0 V 0 0 V 0 0 V 0 0 V
V V V V V V
\0 V V+ , \V V V+ .0 0 V 0 0 V
We now observe that the local derivation structure of an algebra is
preserved under similarity.
Lemma 2.5. If A is an operator algebra, then the space of inner local
derivations and the space of local derivations from A into B(H) are
invariant under similarity transformations. The same statement holds for the
space of inner local derivations and the space of local derivations from A
into A.
Proof. Let A and B be operator algebras contained in B(H). For
local derivations from A into A (the proof is the same for both cases),
let ': A  A be a local derivation (respectively, inner local derivation)
and C an invertible operator such that C&1BC=A. Let B # B, A # A
with C&1BC=A, and '(A)=$A(A), $A a derivation. By straight-
forward calculation, we find that %( } )=C'(C &1( } )C) C &1 is a local
derivation (respectively, inner local derivation) on B, with %(B)=
C$A(C&1(B)C) C&1. K
We show that the space of local derivations of CSL subalgebras of
M3(C) is reflexive.
81local derivations on operator algebras
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Lemma 2.6. If A is a CSL subalgebra of M3(C), then (a) any local
derivation ': A  A must be an inner derivation; (b) any local derivation
': A  M3(C) must be an inner derivation.
Proof. For part (a), Theorem 1.2 gives us as a corollary that there are
no outer derivations on any of the algebras we are considering, so we need
only show that any inner local derivation is a derivation. By Lemma 2.5,
we need only demonstrate this for the seven algebras listed in Remark 2.4.
The first three are von Neumann algebras, so by Theorem 1.1, all local
derivations are inner derivations. For the last four cases, we apply Lemmas
2.1 and 2.2 which allow us to assume that ' is given by Schur multiplica-
tion by a fixed matrix S=(sij ) with zero diagonal. For the algebras
V V V V V 0
\0 V 0+ , \0 V 0+ ,0 0 0 0 0 V
it is easily checked that for A=(aij ), B=(bij ), SV (AB)=(SVA) B+
A(SVB).
Consider the sixth algebra on the list of Remark 2.4, the 3_3 upper
triangular matrices. For a fixed A=(aij ) # A, let T=(tij ) # A be the
operator that implements the inner derivation that agrees with ' at A, i.e.,
'(A)=AT&TA. Then SVA=AT&TA. Let
0 1 1
A=\0 1 1+ .0 0 0
Three linearly independent elements of A that commute with A are:
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
{\0 0 0+ , \0 0 0+ , \0 1 1+= .0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Label these matrices B1 , B2 , B3 , respectively. Let R=t13B1+t11B2+t12B3
and D=T&R. Note that adT(A)=ad (D)(A). The matrix D has the form
0 0 0
D=\0 d22 d23+ ,0 0 d23
82 randall l. crist
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and AD&DA=SVA. Computing this explicitly, we have d22=s12 ,
d23+d33&d22=s23 and d23+d33=s13 . Hence, s12+s23=s13 , which allows
us to conclude that ' must be a derivation.
We duplicate the above argument for the seventh algebra listed in
Remark 2.4. Again, we consider the equation AT&TA=SVA where A # A
is known, T=(tij ) # A is unknown, and
0 s12 s13
S=\s21 0 s23+ .0 0 0
Let
1 1 1
A=\1 1 1+ .0 0 0
A set of linearly independent elements in A that commute with A is:
1 &1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
{\&1 1 0+ , \1 0 0+ , \1 0 0+ , \1 0 1+= .0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Label these elements B1 , ..., B4 . Set R=t11B1+t33B2+t13B3+t23B4 and
D=T&R. The matrix D has the form
0 d12 0
D=\d21 d22 0+ ,0 0 0
and AD&DA=SVA. This implies that d22=s12=&s21 , d21=&s13 and
&d22&d21=s23 . Hence, s12+s23=s13 , and s12+s21=0. Again, the cocycle
conditions of Lemma 2.3 are satisfied, so we must have a derivation.
For part (b) of the lemma, let ': A  M3(C) be a local derivation, and
S the matrix from Lemma 2.2 such that '(A)=SVA. We note that the
cases for which the arguments in the proof of part (a) do not apply are,
again, the sixth and seventh algebras listed in Remark 2.4. We may assume
that the derivations which agree with ' are inner, since the two algebras are
both nest algebras and any derivation from a nest algebra into a weak*-
closed algebra is inner [4, Proposition 19.11].
83local derivations on operator algebras
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In both cases for this lemma, we duplicate the above argument, replacing
the linearly independent elements of A that commute with A with a basis
for the commutant of A. As before for the upper triangular matrices, we
wish to find under what conditions the matrix equation AT&TA=SVA
has a solution, where A # A is known, but T=(tij ) # M3(C) is unknown,
and
0 s12 s13
S=\0 0 s23+ .0 0 0
Let, as before,
0 1 1
A=\0 1 1+ .0 0 0
A basis for the commutant of A is the set
0 0 0 0 0 0 &1 1 0 1 0 0 &1 0 0
{\0 0 0+ , \0 0 &1+ , \ 0 0 0+ , \0 1 1+ , \&1 0 &1+= ,0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 &1 0
Label these basis elements B1 , ..., B5 , respectively. Let R=t13 B1+t33B2+
t12 B3+t22B4+t31B5 and D=T&R. The matrix D has the form
d11 0 0
D=\d21 0 d23+ ,0 d32 0
and AD&DA=SVA. Computing this explicitly, we have d21=d32=0, so
that &d11=s12 , d23=s23 and &d11+d12=s13 . Hence, s12+s23=s13 ,
which allows us to conclude that ' must be a derivation.
For the seventh algebra listed in Remark 2.4. Again, we consider the
equation AT&TA=SVA where A # A is known, T=(tij ) # M3(C) is
unknown, and
0 s12 s13
S=\s21 0 s23+ .0 0 0
84 randall l. crist
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Let
1 1 1
A=\1 1 1+ .0 0 0
A basis for the commutant of A is the set
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
{\0 1 1+ , \0 1 1+ , \0 0 &1+ , \ 1 &1 0+ , \0 0 &1+= .0 0 0 1 &1 0 0 0 0 &1 1 0 0 0 1
Again, label these basis elements B1 , ..., B5 . Set R=t11B1+t12B2+t13B3+
t21 B4+t33B5 and D=T&R. The matrix D has the form
0 0 0
D=\ 0 d22 d23+ ,d31 d32 0
and AD&DA=SVA. This implies that d31=d32=0, so that d22=
s12= &s21 , d23=s13 and &d22+d23=s23 . Hence, s12+s23=s13 , and
s12+s21=0. Thus ' must be a derivation. K
We are now in a postion to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a finite dimensional CSL algebra. Then
(a) any local derivation ': A  A must be a derivation, and
(b) any local derivation ': A  Mn(C) must be a derivation.
Proof. For part (a), assume that ' is a nontrivial local derivation from
A into A. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we need only consider local deriva-
tions that are implemented by Schur multiplication by a fixed matrix
S=(slm), sll=0. If ' fails to be a derivation, then there must be
Eij , Ejk , Eik # A, a triple of matrix units, such that '(EijEjk){Eij'(Ejk)+
'(Eij)Ejk with '(Ejk){0 for some j and k; if not, then ' would satisfy
the additive cocycle conditions of Lemma 2.3, and therefore would be a
derivation.
Let P be a diagonal projection in A. We claim that '|PAP : PAP 
PAP is a local derivation on PAP. Let A # A. Since ' is a local
derivation, there is a derivation $PAP so that '(PAP)=$PAP(PAP). Also,
'|PAP(PAP) # PAP, since the image of a matrix unit can only be a multiple
85local derivations on operator algebras
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of that matrix unit by Lemma 2.2. This means that '(PAP)|PAP=
P$(PAP)P, so we need only check that for any derivation $ on A, P$( } )P
is a derivation on PAP. Let A, B # A, and set PAP=A , PBP=B and
$ ( } )=P$( } )P. A routine calculation shows that $ (A B )=A $ (B )+$ (A )B , so
that '|PAP is a local derivation on PAP.
Let P=proj[ei , ej , ek]. We first consider the case where j=k. Then the
compression algebra PAP would be isomorphic to the full 2-dimensional
matrix algebra. The local derivation '|PAP is a derivation by Theorem 1.1,
forcing it to satisfy the cocycle condition of Lemma 2.3, which is a
contradiction.
So now assume that j{k. Note that '(Ejk)='(PEjkP), and by assump-
tion '(Ejk){0 . The restriction of ' to PAP, '| PAP , is a local derivation
on a CSL subalgebra of M3(C), with associated Schur multiplier matrix S:
0 sij sik
\ sji 0 sjk+ .ski skj 0
By Lemma 2.6, S must satisfy the additive cocycle conditions, which means
that sij+sjk=sik , a contradiction, hence ' must be a derivation.
Part (b) has an identical proof, but the range is changed and uses part
(b) of Lemma 2.6. K
Since finite dimensional CSL algebras can have nontrivial outer deriva-
tions, we cannot completely duplicate the results of Kadison and Larson
Sourour. An example of this phenomenon occurs within the cohomological
structure of the algebras A2n defined in the introduction. The outer deriva-
tion is given by a Schur product with a fixed matrix S. Using the represen-
tation of A2n as
\DnX
0
Dn+ ,
where Dn is the n_n diagonal matrices and X is the Dn -bimodule defined
in the introduction, and with appropriate choice of derivation basis, we
may take S=En+1, 1 . This plays an important role in the proof of the next
theorem.
Theorem 2.8. If ': A  A is an inner local derivation, then ' is an inner
derivation.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, we know that ' is a derivation. We show that
if ' is an outer derivation, then ' cannot be locally inner. Assume that '
86 randall l. crist
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is an outer derivation. From Theorem 1.2, there exists a diagonal projec-
tion P # A such that PAP$A2n for some n, and '|PAP is an outer deriva-
tion. So it suffices to show that an outer derivation of A2n is not locally
inner. The dimension of the first Hochschild cohomology group of A2n is
one [9], so we choose a basis for the derivations so that the Schur product
map ' with the matrix En+1, 1 is the outer derivation in the basis. We show
this is not locally inner. If ' were locally inner, then there would be an
element T of A2n (A, C, D are n_n)
T=\AC
0
D+ ,
so that for the for the 2n_2n matrix
\0F
0
0+ ,
whose (2,1) entry is given by
1 0 0 } } } 0 &1
&1 1 0 0 0
F=\ 0 &1 1 b + ,b . . .
0 } } } &1 1
we have
\0F
0
0+ \
A
C
0
D+ & \
A
C
0
D+ \
0
F
0
0+=En+1, 1 .
Equivalently, within Mn(C), FA&DF=E11 . Define two matrices by
1
R=(1 } } } 1), S=\b+ .1
Multiplying on the left by R and on the right by S, we find that
RFAS&RDFS=RE11 S. Since RE11 S=1, and the left hand side is zero,
' could not have been locally inner. K
Finally, we consider an example of a nontrivial local derivation on an
algebra which differs from a incidence algebra only on the diagonal. This
example suggests Theorem 2.7 is very close to painting the complete picture
regarding local derivations on finite dimensional matrix algebras.
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Example 2.9. A nontrivial local derivation on a subalgebra of M3(C).
Let A be the algebra CI+span[E12 , E13 , E23]. Let [Eij ] be the
standard matrix units and A=(aij ) # A. Some outer derivations on this
algebra are adE11 and adE33 , with (adE11)A=a12E12+a13E13 and
(adE33)A=a23 E23+a13E13 . The inner derivations adE12 and adE23 have
actions (ad E12)A=a23E13 and (ad E23)A= &a12 E13 . Define the map ' by
'(A)=(2a13&a12+a23)E13 . Note that any derivation on this algebra must
annihilate aI, so we need only consider the strictly upper triangular entries.
If, for A=(aij ), either a12 or a23 is nonzero, then clearly there is an inner
derivation which agrees with '. If both are zero, then there is an outer
derivation which matches the value of ' at A. This map, however, is not a
derivation. Let A=E12+E23 ; we have '(A2){A'(A)+'(A)A, since
'(A)=0. We conclude that ' is a nontrivial local derivation on A.
3. Direct Limit Algebras
Throughtout this section, all maps will be assumed to be norm con-
tinuous.
Direct limits of finite dimensional non-self-adjoint algebras have under-
gone a great deal of study in many recent papers (see [16] for a survey).
For some interesting classes of these algebras we can extend some of the
results on finite dimensional CSL algebras to these classes. We start with
some definitions, following [11]. All algebras will be unital.
An Approximately Finite, or AF C*-algebra A is a C*-algebra which is
an inductive limit of an increasing sequence of finite dimensional C*-
algebras An , 1n<, with unital embeddings jn : An  An+1 , A the
closure of nAn in the appropriate norm topology (an AF Banach algebra
is defined in a similar way). An equivalent definition, avoiding the use of
direct limits, is to say that A is an AF C*-algebra if it has an ascending
sequence of finite dimensional C*-subalgebras whose closed union is equal
to A. If each An can be chosen to be a factor ( i.e., isomorphic to some full
matrix algebra), then A is called a UHF algebra. If A=nAn is an AF
algebra, D is a masa for A, and B is a subset of A, then the normalizer
of B in D in A is [V # A | V is a partial isometry, VDV*D and
V*DVD]. We call D canonical if there is an increasing sequence of finite
dimensional C* subalgebras [An], whose union is dense in A, with
Dn=D & An a masa in An and the normalizer of Dn in An contained in the
normalizer of Dn+1 in An+1 .
We say that a norm closed subalgebra T of A is a triangular AF
algebra, or TAF algebra, if T & T* is a canonical masa. If D is the canoni-
cal masa associated with T we call D the diagonal of T. A TAF algebra
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is said to be maximal triangular if T is the only TAF algebra containing
D in A and strongly maximal triangular if the sequence [An] can be
chosen so that T & An is maximal triangular in An for each n. It is impor-
tant to note that, even though the limit C*-algebra is independent of how
each finite dimensional algebra is embedded into the next algebra, different
embeddings will give different TAF algebras (see, for example, [11, 16]).
The following lemma will help to reduce our analysis of local derivations
to the finite dimensional subalgebras of the AF Banach algebras.
Lemma 3.1. Let AB be unital Banach algebras and suppose Bn B,
An=Bn & A are finite dimensional subalgebras. Suppose that there is a
conditional expectation 8n : B  Bn and ' is a local derivation from A into
B. Then 'n |An=(8n ')|An is a local derivation from An into Bn .
Proof. Let $: A  B be a derivation such that '(A)=$(A). Then
8n '(A)=8n $(A). So it suffices to show that 8n$ is a derivation from An
into Bn . A routine calculation verifies this. K
We now complete the picture for reduction to finite dimensional sub-
algebras.
Proposition 3.2. Let AB be unital Banach algebras, each with a
nested sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras, [An] and [Bn], respec-
tively so that An=A & Bn , A=n=1An and B=

n=1Bn . Suppose that
there is a sequence of conditional expectations 8n : B  Bn with the property
that 8n (B) w
& } & B for every B # B. Also assume that every local derivation
from An into Bn is a derivation. Then every norm-continuous local derivation
': A  B is a derivation.
Proof. Let ' be a local derivation on A. We show that ' is a derivation
on the dense subalgebra n=1An . Fix n, let kn An , Bn # An Ak . By
Lemma 3.1, 'k=8k ' is a local derivation on Ak , so by hypothesis 'k |Ak
is a derivation from Ak into Bk , which implies that 'k | An is a derivation
on An . So we have for each k that 'k (AnBn)=An'k(Bn)+'k(An) Bn . Since
'k(A)  '(A) for any A # A, we have that ' is a derivation on n=1An .
Since An is dense in A, ' is a derivation by continuity. K
We can now prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3.3. Let ' be a local derivation from an AF Banach algebra A
into an AF Banach algebra B which is the directy limit of finite dimensional
CSL algebras via V-extendable embeddings. Then ' must be a derivation.
Proof. Using Theorem 2.7, we know, for all of these situations, that a
local derivation from a finite dimensional subalgebra into the corresponding
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finite dimensional subalgebra of the range (which is a finite dimensional
C*-algebra) is a derivation. All of the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 are
satisfied and the theorem follows. K
Corollary 3.4. If ': A  B is a local derivation, then it is a derivation
when one of the following holds:
(a) A is an AF C*-algebra and A=B;
(b) A is TAF algebra and A=B;
(c) A is a TAF algebra and B is an AF C*-algebra.
A natural question to ask at this juncture is whether or not an inner
local derivation on a limit algebra (which, by Theorem 3.3, is a derivation)
is actually an inner derivation, or perhaps satisfies the weaker condition of
being spatial ('=adT, but T is not necessarily in A, rather in some larger
algebra related to A). It is possible to say more, if we restrict our attention
to a smaller class of algebras. We first deal with the finite dimensional
algebras that will generate the algebras we will consider.
Lemma 3.5. If T is a maximal triangular subalgebra of a finite dimen-
sional C*-algebra, then all derivations $: T  T are inner. Moreover, there
is a T so that $=adT and &T&2 &$&=2 &adT&.
Proof. T being a maximal triangular subalgebra of a finite dimensional
C*-algebra A=mk=1 Mnk implies that T=
m
k=1 Tnk , where each
Tnk is the algebra of all upper triangular matrices in Mnk . Using a lemma
of Kadison and Ringrose (see [10, II, Lemma 1.1]), we can, without loss
of generality, replace $ with a derivation that is zero on the diagonal of T
(by subtracting an inner derivation adS) and a bimodule map with respect
to the diagonal. Let Pk be the diagonal projection onto the summand Tnk .
Then, if A=0 } } } 0Ak 0 } } } 0, Ak # Tnk , we find that
$(A)=$(PkAPk)=Pk$(A)Pk . Thus $ maps each summand into itself.
$ |Tnk is a derivation on Tnk , so there is an operator Wk such that
$|Tnk=ad(0 } } } 0Wk 0 } } } 0)=ad Rk . Set R=Rk , and
we have $ = adR + adS = ad(R + S). To get the inequality, we have,
by [4, Lemma 19.4], that on each upper triangular summand Tnk ,
dist(Wk , CI )2 &$| Tnk&. We replace Wk with Wk&*I, where *I is the
nearest scalar operator to Wk , and obtain an operator Wk with adWk=
$|Tnk and &Wk&2 &$|Tnk &. Clearly, this holds for Rk for each k. As a con-
sequence, we see that,
&R&=sup
k
&Rk&2sup
k
&$|Tnk&2 &$&,
as desired. K
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The class of TAF algebras we will examine are those which are strongly
maximal in a primitive C*-algebra. Let A be an AF C*-algebra and
T=n=1Tn a TAF subalgebra with diagonal D. We recall that a C*-
algebra A is said to be primitive if A has a faithful irreducible representa-
tion. If \: A  B(H\) is a representation, we say that \ is masa-preserving
if the diagonal D of T is mapped by \ to a dense subset of a masa in
B(H\). The following proposition, proved by Orr and Peters [15, Proposi-
tion II.2.2], will allow us to say something about the question above.
Proposition 3.6. Let A be a primitive AF C*-algebra and T a strongly
maximal TAF subalgebra of A. Then there is a faithful irreducible masa-
preserving representation \ of A such that \(T ) wk is a triangular nest
algebra in B(H\), where ( } ) wk denotes the weak closure.
The class of algebras that satisfy the hypotheses of this proposition
include strongly maximal TAF subalgebras of UHF algebras. For the
following proposition, we will let A be a primitive AF C*-algebra, T a
strongly maximal TAF subalgebra of A, and $ a local derivation on T.
Because of Proposition 3.6, we have a faithful irreducible representation \
and a nest algebra alg (N )B(H\) in which \(T ) is weakly dense. To
simplify notation, we assume that the representation is simple containment.
We show that any local derivation for A is implemented by some operator
in the weak closure of A.
Proposition 3.7. If $ is a local derivation on T, then there is an
operator T # algN so that $=adT |T . Hence any derivation on T is spatial.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.2, we know that 8n$ is a local derivation on Tn ,
where 8n : A  An is the conditional expectation from the AF C*-algebra
into the finite dimensional subalgebra An . By Lemma 3.5, all derivations on
each of the Tn are inner, hence Theorem 2.8 allows us to conclude that there
is an Sn such that 8n $=adSn on Tn . Noting that &8n&1, we deduce,
using Lemma 3.5 (replacing, if necessary, Sn with Sn&*I, where *I is the
nearest scalar operator to Sn), that the sequence [Sn] is a bounded set:
&Sn&2 &8n $&2 &8n& &$&2 &$&.
Thus [Sn] has a weak*-limit point S # B(H\). The nest algebra alg(N )
containing T as a dense subset is weak*-closed, so S # alg(N ). By the way
[Sn] was constructed, we know &adSn(T )&$(T )&  0 as n   for each
T # n=1Tn . This implies that ad Sn(T ) w
w* $(T) on the dense set
n=1Tn , so that adS and $ agree on a dense subset of T. We conclude
that adS|T =$. K
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